
I use the ‘annotate’ function on Zoom a lot 
with my Pre Entry classes, especially the 
lower level. It makes a change from their 
usual ‘write on paper’ tasks and provides me 
with an opportunity to monitor individual 
learners’ understanding. 
Usually I set a race to find and circle letters 
in the alphabet, but in this example I set a 
listening task.



This was a lesson on making appointments with the 
doctor or dentist, and so we were reviewing numbers. 
We were also practising phone conversations. The 
audio in this task is from ESOL Gateway E1 
resources.

First I reintroduced How to Draw on the Screen. It’s 
a slide I made with translations, and shows a 
step-by–step process to annotate.



Tap here
أنقر ھنا

Tap here
أنقر ھنا

Draw on screen
ارسم على الشاشة



Then I showed the learners a screen of numbers 
and we read the instruction together. We practised 
drawing on the screen for a minute or so, and then I 
played the audio.

Rather than playing all the way through, I stopped 
and waited for the learners to find the number, and 
draw on the screen.



Listen for numbers
1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9    10    11   12    

13    14     15     16    17     18     19     20    23     24     

30       32       36       40       42      47      50      58    

60       65       70      71      80       89       90      100





Some interesting points. 

They even circled the page of the exercise in their 
enthusiasm!

The annotate process is useful because Zoom shows 
the name of the learner. Frustratingly this only 
stays on screen for a few seconds, but if you’re 
observant you can note which colours or symbols 
each is using, and then monitor their answers/ 
mistakes.



The learners could see what their classmates were 
doing, and some then corrected their own mistakes: see 
Hana’s initial confusion over 42, thinking it was 24, but 
then correcting before I pointed it out (her symbol is 
the star).
The appearance of the answers on screen together 
provide the teacher with an immediate and concise 
picture of everyone’s answers, which wouldn’t be 
possible in a face-to-face classroom. A number of 
learners struggled with the difference between 30 and 
13, 16 and 60 etc. which I was able to follow up.



Learners do also call out answers as well as drawing 
on the screen. It’s a little chaotic, but a good 
opportunity to drill sounds as we go.


